The original Calogero model describes N quantum particles on the line interacting pairwise through a inverse square potential. It is well known to be integrable and solvable. Here we extend the Calogero Hamiltonian by means of new interactions which are PT-symmetric but not self adjoint. Some of these new interactions lead to integrable PT-symmetric Hamiltonians; the algebraic properties further reveal that they are solvable as well. We also consider a PTsymmetric interaction which leads to a new quasi exactly solvable deformation of the Calogero Hamiltonian.
Introduction
The Calogero and Sutherland models [1, 2] (CSM in the following) and various of their extensions have received a considerable new impetus of interest in the last years. We mention for example the recent preprint [3] where CSM are applied in the framework of conformal field theory. From the beginning, the CSM are know to be integrable both on the classicall and quantum levels. In the framework of quantum systems, the distinction between integrable and exactly solvable models can further be made, according to the lines of Ref. [4] where it was shown that quantum CSM possess both properties: integrable and exactly solvable. Off course the notion of exactly solvable operators constitutes a particular case of Quasi-Exactly-Solvable (QES) operators [5] for which only a finite part of the spectrum can be computed algebraically. The possibility of having QES extensions of the Hamiltonians of Calogero or of Sutherland is a natural question which was adressed e.g. in [6, 7] .
Recently again, it was recognized that the self-adjoint property is not necessary for an operator A to have a real spectrum. Instead the weaker condition of invariance of A under the combination of parity P and time-reversal T symmetries leads to a spectrum which is either real or composed of pairs of complex conjugate numbers [8] . It is therefore natural to consider non-self adjoint but PT-symmetric Hamiltonians describing N-particles quantum systems and to classify the operators which are (i) integrable or (ii) exactly solvable or (iii) quasi-exactly solvable.
The problem is vast, one possible way to approach it is to extend the well established CSM by suitably chosen non self-adjoint but PT-symmetric extra terms and to study which algebraic properties of the CSM are preserved or spoiled by the new terms. In this paper we consider three types of PT-symmetric terms with the following properties (i) translation invariant, (ii) first order in the derivatives, (iii) fully symmetric under the permutations of the N degrees of freedom. In the three cases we put the emphasis on the (quasi) solvability of the deformed model. We will exhibit two extensions which preserve the exact solvability and another one leading to a new type of QES N-body Hamiltonian.
PT-invariant Hamiltonian
We consider the quantum N-body Hamiltonians of the form
where H cal denotes the rational Calogero [1] Hamiltonian :
where for later convenience, we split the traditional harmonic part into a translationinvariant piece (τ 2 ) and the "center of mass coordinate" σ 1 ;
Setting ǫ = 0 the above Hamiltonian is purely translation invariant, the standard case is recovered for ǫ = 1. The part H P T is not self-adjoint but symmetric under the
), it extends the interaction H 0 considered recently in [9] . In order to reveal the solvability property of H we first perform the standard transformatioñ
with
After some algebra, the new HamiltonianH is obtained. The parameters ν, α, α ′ entering in Ψ gr are fixed according to
in such a way that the terms with the highest power in x i as well as the most singular terms in x i disappear inH. The condition on g, ν, δ is just identical as in the case of Ref. [9] and lead to the same restrictions on these constants for the eigenvectors to be nonsingular :
) 2 and g > 0 for arbitrary values of δ.
Exact solvability of H
The next step consists in writingH in terms of variables which encodes the full symmetry of the problem under permutations of the N degrees of freedom. We use here the variables introduced in [4] which we recall for completeness :
and then for k = 2, 3,
In particular, we haveτ 2 = −4Nτ 2 The Laplacian operator once expressed in terms of these new variables reads [4] 
where the following conventions have to be understood
The new interactions H 0 , H 1 under consideration can be in turn expressed in the new variables by means of the following identities :
Finally, the form of the operatorH reads
The solvability of the operatorH (and therefore of H) is revealed by the observation [4] that the operatorH above preserves the infinite flag of vector space
The eigenvectors ofH can therefore be constructed by considering the restriction of H to V n . As far as the construction of the eigenvalues is concerned, it can be realized that the restriction ofH to V n leads effectively to a lower triangular matrix, the diagonal elements of which are issued from the matrix elements corresponding to the second line in Eq.(25). Off course the triangularity of this matrix is strongly related to the order adopted to enumerate the basis elements τ n 2 2 . . . τ n N N . The relevant order can be set as follow
The eigenvalues can therefore be determined in terms of the diagonal matrix elements by using the monomials defined in Eq.(28) as a basis. The spectrum reads
The spectrum of the Calogero model is off course recovered with all its degeneracies in the limit γ = 0; the term H 0 does not affect these degeneracies. However for γ = 0 several degeneracies, but not all, are lifted by the H 1 interaction. The eigenstates which remain degenerate are those with
Quasi-exactly Solvable case
In this section we consider the Hamiltonian
where H cal is supplemented by a PT-invariant term (with coupling constant θ) as well as a new term of the potential. This term is anharmonic, being of degree 4 in the position, and characterized by a coupling constantθ. Performing the change of function by means of ψ gr leads tõ
If the new coupling constant θ,θ are chosen in such a way that
then the operatorH preserves a finite dimensional vector space which we callṼ m . As so, it is quasi-exactly solvable [5] . The vector spaceṼ m is characterized by the condition
A little algebra shows that m can not be arbitrary. As an example, if N = 3 the vector spaceṼ m has the form
if m is even (m ≥ 2) and
if m is odd (m ≥ 5). The sum off course runs with k as long as m/2 − 3k (resp. (m − 3 − 6k)) is positive for m even (resp. odd). Remark that we have the following inclusionsṼ
and that the vector spacesṼ are preserved separately by the operators ∆, H 1 , D. In order to illustrate these results, we constructed the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian in the case m = 6, for which the vector spaceṼ 6 has five dimensions.The coupling constantθ of the quartic interaction in (31) is then adjusted in terms of θ, ω, ν and m by Eq (34).Changing m results in another value for α and therefore another value forθ. The eigenvalues E cannot be computed explicitely in terms of the coupling constants ν, ω, θ but, considering the PT-symmetric term as a perturbation of the Calogero Hamiltonian leads to the following result
Note that the only degerenate energy levels which occur in the diagonalisation of the restricted to V 3 corresponding to m 2 = 3, m 3 = 0 and m 2 = 0, m 3 = 2. These vectors are inluded in the subspaceṼ 6 and, again, this new term lift the degeneracy. The six extra vectors corresponding to V 3 are not accessed algebraically in the presence of the new term. We also solve numerically the eigenvalue equation for generic values of ν, θ and found that the spectrum remain real.
Conclusion
We have considered several extensions of the rational Calogero model by means of PT-symmetric terms which are translation invariant, completely symmetric and involve first derivatives. The algebraic structure of these extended Hamiltonians is revealed by (i) the change of function involving a common ground state function ψ gr and (ii) the change to the symmetric coordinates τ k defined in the text. The completely solvable character of the Hamiltonian is preserved for the terms called H 0 and H 1 . Another kind of interaction, involving both a PT symmetric term as well as an extra anharmonic potential is considered. It transforms the Calogero Hamiltonian into a Quasi-Exactly Solvable one. Notice that this QES extension differs from the one obtained first in [6] where the modified potential was constructed exclusively with the variable τ 2 .
